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 Discoaster premicros de Kaenel & Bergen in de Kaenel et al. (2017) 

 
 

Pl. 5, figs 21–23 
 
2008 Discoaster cf. D. lidzi, Denne, p. 238, pl. 1, fig. 4 
 
Derivation of name: From Latin prae, meaning, before; from Greek mikros, meaning small, 

little 
Diagnosis: A thick species of the D. micros group with short rays, flat bifurcations and a 

featureless central area. 
Description: A small, thick Discoaster species with six very short, flaring rays that terminate 

in obtuse bifurcations that are nearly orthogonal to the ray direction. The rays are 
broad, and their length is less than the central area width. The large central area is thick 
and devoid of any structures. Specimens show distinct optical contrast with the 
mounting medium (in plan light) due to their thickness. 

Remarks: Discoaster arneyi has longer rays and slightly lower ray bifurcation angles than D. 
premicros; it is likely ancestral to D. premicros. Discoaster stellimicros has a central stem. 
Discoaster premicros has been referred to as “D. aff. micros” in the BP GoM lexicon. 

Holotype dimension: 6.0µm. 
Holotype: Pl. 5, figs 21–22. 
Type locality: ODP Leg 154, Hole 925C, Ceará Rise, western equatorial Atlantic. 
Type level: Sample 925C-35-3, 120–122cm (14.617Ma), Zone NN5. 
Occurrence: Both the LO and HO of D. premicros are utilized in the GoM, dated at 15.498Ma 

(upper NN4) and 14.189Ma (middle NN5), respectively, in the Leg 154 research (Table 
1). The HRO and first downhole increase (INC) in this Langhian species are also 
utilized as GoM markers in Zone NN5 and calibrated to the Leg 154 research (Table 
1). Denne (2008) noted this taxon as a “flag” for Zone NN5. 
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